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C XSEDE Project Risk Management Plan 
The Project Risk Management Plan (RMP) is a standard auxiliary document to the Project Execution Plan 
(PEP). The PEP describes the purpose and general plan for the XSEDE project. The RMP documents the 
processes employed to manage risk proactively as a component of effective project management. It is a 
management tool for mitigating the effects of events that may adversely impact the program. A common 
understanding of risk management is that it is the process of identifying and analyzing risk and then 
taking appropriate steps to reduce risks to an acceptable level. It is important to note that although this 
document discusses risk management in the context of project management, the XSEDE project uses 
exactly the same processes to manage risks with respect to ongoing operations. 
The XSEDE RMP describes the project’s processes for identifying, analyzing, tracking, and managing 
risk. The purpose of this plan is to: 
• document procedures for identifying and analyzing known risks to the program along with tactics 
and strategies to mitigate those risks; 
• serve program management as a basis for identifying alternatives to achieve cost, schedule, and 
performance goals; 
• assist management in making decisions on budget and funding priorities by providing risk-related 
information for decisions. 
Managing risk is important in any complex project, not only to mitigate or eliminate negative impacts 
from changes but also to take advantage of new opportunities. The Project Management Institute’s Project 
Management Book of Knowledge (PMI’s PMBOK Guide, 4th Ed.) defines risk as “an uncertain event or 
condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project’s objectives.” Positive risk, i.e., 
opportunities for improvement, will be evaluated continuously in XSEDE, and positive risk events are 
included in risk discussions and managed as important components of the project. It is, however, 
awkward to describe a plan for managing both kinds of risk at the same time. Therefore, since negative 
risk is the typical connotation and since positive risk is discussed implicitly in the architecture evolution 
and other areas, managing negative risk is covered below as a primary concern of the project. Managing 
for positive risk is explained at the end of this document as a modification to general risk-management 
processes and procedures. 
C.1 Risk Management Approach  
A structured, disciplined approach for risk management has been developed and implemented using the 
PMI’s best practices for risk management as a model. The risk-management process must be ongoing and 
dynamic. The goals of risk management are to ensure that: 
• risk identification and analysis have the appropriate rigor; 
• risk issues are made visible early; and 
• thorough, credible mitigation or alternative risk management plans are implemented. 
The XSEDE project maintains an online risk management software application (NCSA Risk Tool), which 
produces a risk register (PD4.6 Risk Register), or listing of risks and risk mitigations, that helps the 
XSEDE project management team to record, track, and report on identified project risks. This software is 
also being used by the Blue Waters project team at NCSA. 
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The XSEDE Project Director has overall responsibility for project risk management and the 
implementation of this risk-management plan. The activities required to implement the plan are delegated 
to the following WBS managers (see WBS figure below):  
XSEDE WBS 1.1.1 manager (Senior Project Manager) 
• Develops the risk management approach 
• Schedules routine reviews of the risks 
• Ensures that risk analysis results are documented and that risk mitigation plans are brought to 
closure 
• Actively participates in the project’s conduct of risk management, such as determination of 
mitigation plans, especially with interfacing risks between subprojects or activities 
• Collects and records, or provides budget estimates for, risk management activities 
XSEDE Level 2/3 WBS managers 
• Perform risk analysis, including identifying potential vulnerabilities or risks, likelihood of 
occurrence, and impact on the project 
• Develop risk mitigation strategies 
• Execute plan to accomplish risk reduction activities 
 
C.2 Risk Management Process 
Project risk management consists of a six-step process:  
1. identifying potential vulnerabilities or risks;  
2. determining their likelihood of occurring;  
3. assessing their impact on the project scope, cost, and schedule baselines;  
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4. determining activities that would reduce or mitigate the risk;  
5. executing a plan to accomplish these risk-reducing activities; and  
6. reporting and tracking risk. 
 
C.2.1 Risk Identification 
XSEDE project management evaluates project risk issues on a continuing basis. Various meetings, 
interviews, and other approaches are used for identifying project risks as well as developing and tracking 
mitigation strategies and tactics. All reasonable identified risks are entered onto the risk register.  
The primary technique used in the XSEDE project to identify risks is to hold a series of simple but 
separate interviews with the WBS managers wherein the WBS activities within their responsibility are 
examined one by one. These discussions will be led by the project management team or may be captured 
by direct access to the on-line risk register by any member of the project.  Once these interviews and 
entries have taken place, another meeting with all level 2 WBS managers is held to go over all identified 
risks to determine if there are gaps, interdependencies, or root causes. This set of meetings is held at the 
beginning of the project to establish a basic understanding of the scope of project risks and is held 
annually or whenever necessary thereafter to refresh that basic understanding. In the meantime, routine 
risk-management meetings are held to refine the understanding and to keep it current. A specific review 
of risks will be included in the quarterly meetings planned for XSEDE participants.  
The routine meetings in which, among other topics, key risk areas and mitigation plans are discussed are 
shown in Table 1.  Meetings are mostly held via teleconference with the exception of the XSEDE 
Quarterly Meeting, which is an in-person meeting. 
 
Type Bi-Weekly Quarterly Ad hoc Project Participants 
XSEDE Management X   PI and co-PIs, XD Service Provider 
Forum chair, Chief Architect, Senior 
Systems Engineer, project 
management lead, TIS lead, User 
Advisory Committee chair 
Level 2 WBS Team Meetings X  X Level 2 WBS manager, Level 3 WBS 
managers, other key staff 
Specific topic discussions   X XSEDE staff as needed 
XSEDE Quarterly Meeting  X  PI and co-PIs, XD service provider 
leads, Chief Architect, Senior Systems 
Engineer, project management lead, 
Level 3 WBS managers, other key 
staff 
Table 1: Meeting Periods for Risk Management Activities 
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C.2.2 Qualitative Risk Analysis 
C.2.2.1 Process for Rating Risks 
Risks are rated as high, moderate, or low as described below. Two factors are combined to generate the 
overall risk rating: (1) the likelihood or probability of occurrence and (2) the impact or consequence to the 
scope, cost, and/or schedule of the project.  
Likelihood is limited to three categories: 
• Very likely (V): An event that is likely to occur with a probability • 80 percent. 
• Likely (L): An event that is likely to occur with a probability • 20 percent and <80 percent. 
• Unlikely (U): An event with < 20 percent probability of occurrence. 
Impact identifies the consequence of the occurrence of an event on the categories of cost, schedule, and/or 
scope. Each risk event will be evaluated on all three categories. The highest (or most critical) impact 
across the three categories determines the final risk rating. The impact ratings are shown in Table 2. For 
the impact on scope, the “appropriate metric” is dependent on a particular XSEDE deliverable; for 
instance, the number of training activities can be counted, which is quantitative, or the level of service to 
users can be fair, good, or excellent, which is qualitative.  For each risk item identified, an appropriate 
metric for consequence will be determined and recorded.  Quantitative measures will be used if possible. 
 
CATEGORY 
IMPACT ON PROJECT 
Low (L) Moderate (M) High (H) 
Cost < $10K > $10K and  < $100K > $100K 
Schedule < 1 month > 1 month and < 3 
months 
> 3 months 
Scope (based on 
performance metrics) 
Negligible, if any, 
impact on the 
appropriate metric 
Significant impact on the 
appropriate metric 
Severe impact on the 
appropriate metric 
Table 2: Impact Categories and Thresholds 
 
A risk rating (Table 3) is assigned to each risk on the basis of the evaluation of likelihood and impact 
levels. The likelihood, impact, and rating values are maintained in the risk register with the risk. 
 
LIKELIHOOD 
IMPACT 
Low (L) Moderate (M) High (H) 
Very Likely (V) Moderate High High 
Likely (L) Low Moderate High 
Unlikely (U) Low Low Moderate 
Table 3: Risk Ratings Matrix 
 
C.2.2.2 Process for Ranking Risks 
It is important to know the top “x” number of risks to a project as these are the ones likely to have the 
most impact on the project and for the stakeholder community and, therefore, are the ones the project 
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team should monitor closely. Risk ranking in the XSEDE project is accomplished by a simple, 
conventional comparative risk ranking exercise conducted periodically or when a significant change has 
occurred to the overall risk environment of the project as determined by the XSEDE project management 
team. The participants in this exercise will be the XSEDE project management team and project WBS 
managers. 
C.2.3 Risk Analysis 
Risk analysis produces cost and schedule estimates for activities that incorporate a consideration of risk. 
Per NSF practices, this type of award is not allowed to set aside specifically designated contingency 
funds. Therefore, any risks that result in potential cost growth must be offset by scope reduction.  The 
change control process will guide the XSEDE project team in the determination of how/what scope will 
be impacted. 
C.2.4 Risk Response Planning 
Once risks have been identified and characterized, they can be managed in several ways. Some of these 
are: 
• Avoidance, i.e., taking prior action to eliminate the likelihood and/or the impact of a risk event. 
The use of a fixed-price contract is an example of avoiding the risk of price increases; 
• Mitigation, i.e., taking prior action to reduce the likelihood and/or the impact of a risk before it 
happens. Close collaboration with service providers, periodic progress reviews, etc., are examples 
of actions taken to mitigate schedule and performance risks; 
• Transference, i.e., taking prior action to assign the risk impact to some other party, e.g., taking out 
an insurance policy; 
• Acceptance, i.e., simply waiting for the risk event to occur, accepting the consequences, and 
finding a work-around. 
Each registered risk will have a response assigned to it or developed for it. Most of the smaller risks will 
have a plan that simply states that the risk will be accepted and dealt with if and when it occurs. Larger 
risks will have more detailed response plans developed; the larger the risk, the more detailed the response 
plan will be. A plan may include mitigation tactics, detection mechanisms for early warnings of 
impending occurrence, trigger points or thresholds that initiate specific responses, and reporting paths for 
informing stakeholders that the risk has occurred and what is being done about it. 
C.3 Risk Monitoring and Control 
Once risks have been identified, each risk is assigned to an individual who has the responsibility to track 
and report on that risk. That person is not responsible for the risk event happening but is responsible for 
understanding all aspects of the risk in order to recognize when the risk environment changes or when 
thresholds or trigger points are reached. This individual is responsible for reporting risk status to project 
management. 
Risk monitoring and control are integrated with the identification process in many ways. The same 
meetings will be used to discuss existing risks and what needs to be done about them according to their 
response plans. If the impact or the likelihood has changed, the risk register is modified to reflect the new 
risk rating. If the response plan needs to be modified, that is done as well. If the risk event or its 
possibility has passed, the risk is retired. 
Risk management is intimately associated with change control (refer to PD1.4 Project Execution Plan, 
§K.1 Change Control Process and PD4.5 Systems Engineering Management Plan, §D.5.3 Engineering 
Change Management/Configuration Management). Whenever a change request is submitted, the risk 
management process is engaged to help appreciate the full impact of the change. If the change is 
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approved, the identified risks and the results of their qualitative and quantitative analysis, along with their 
response plans, are registered. 
C.4 Positive Risk Management 
As stated in C.1, the PMI defines risk as having both a negative and a positive character. A positive risk is 
an opportunity to gain some advantage. While opportunities are incorporated into the initial planning and 
design phases of a project as a matter of course, many new opportunities may develop after the project 
starts. Identifying these opportunities is important and, therefore, will be made part of the risk process. 
Since quarterly risk reviews are planned for the XSEDE project, it will take little additional effort to 
include a component of opportunity identification along with the usual discussions of threats. Identified 
opportunities will not be entered into the risk register along with negative risk events• because the tool is 
geared toward tracking negative risks• but will be logged and tracked separately by the project 
management team and made part of the minutes for the senior management team meeting 
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D  Management of Formal Relationships 
While XSEDE is a well defined virtual organization, there is an extended set of partners with whom 
XSEDE will have various relationships. The extended organization created by the amalgamation of 
XSEDE and other separately funded bodies will be referred to as the XSEDE Federation. The relationship 
between XSEDE and various partners will range from intimate (TAIS Technology Insertion Service 
(TIS)) to definite (XD Service Providers, TAIS Technology Audit Service (TAS), CI providers, vendors), 
to possibly peripheral (some entities in other countries). All formal relationships will be documented via 
agreements that must cover a wide spectrum in both the services and responsibilities involved. Many of 
these agreements will be specific to the particular partner, but we categorize them into a small number of 
groups, based on the type of partner. These agreements will form the underpinnings of a pervasive 
cyberinfrastructure ecosystem. 
D.1.1 XSEDE with Technology Insertion Service and Technology Audit Service  
The Technology Insertion Service is very closely linked to the purpose of XSEDE. NSF has awarded the 
Technology Insertion Service (TIS) to the XSEDE partnership. The TIS effort will be tightly integrated 
with the XSEDE effort.   
The Technology Audit Service (TAS) was separately funded by NSF and requires autonomy to achieve 
its goals. The provider (Furlani, SUNY-Buffalo) will have an MOU defining the organizational and 
technical scopes among XSEDE and the TAS provider.  The TAS role is to: 
• identify service level and quality issues in XSEDE 
• report on performance of XSEDE against specified metrics 
• make recommendations on addressing areas of concern 
With respect to the TAS provider agreement, the NSF: 
• is party to the negotiation and approves the agreement 
• has the role of enforcing MOU terms if either party does not maintain compliance 
• is the final arbiter in any case of dispute 
 
D.1.2 XSEDE with Service Providers 
The relationships with the closely related service providers, e.g., Track 2 awardees, are crucial since they 
will form the bedrock of the user environment.  Those providers will need to commit to both specific 
levels of performance and a degree of compatibility with other providers to facilitate user mobility and 
education. XSEDE will provide coordinating activities and support, and will need significant levels of 
information from these providers. We expect some service providers to be less closely linked to XSEDE, 
possibly providing access to novel architectures, and to have lower connectivity and compatibility 
requirements placed upon them. Other organizations, both domestic (e.g. OSG and Blue Waters) and 
international (e.g. DEISA and NAREGI) will most likely require agreements specific to them. 
D.1.2.1 NSF XD Program Awardees (Track 2s, XD Viz and Data Analysis, etc.) 
These service providers are the most tightly coupled of any within the XSEDE Federation. Their close 
coordination is essential to the provision of both a capable and convenient XSEDE user experience. 
Agreements between XSEDE and them will be stringent in several areas. 
• The SP will maintain a minimum level of network connectivity to XD; this level may vary from 
SP to SP and will be negotiated by XSEDE and the SP with the agreement of the NSF. It is 
anticipated that for most service providers the level of connectivity required of the Track 2a and 
Track 2b awardees, 10Gb/s directly to XSEDE with another 10Gb/s to a separate public network, 
will suffice. This is consistent with what XSEDE can expect based on the XD solicitation. 
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• The SP will agree to a minimum level of compatibility with the XSEDE infrastructure; this is 
essential for facilitating user movement between XSEDE sites and the reusability of scripts, 
personal experience, etc. This will sometimes be at odds with the natural independence of service 
providers, and a process to reach consensus, when possible, and resolve disputes in other 
circumstances is an essential part of the XSEDE Federation and is described in PD4.5 Systems 
Engineering Management Plan, §E.5.3 Engineering Change Management/Configuration 
Management. 
• The SP will agree to provide the necessary information and resources to comply with XSEDE 
security, accounting, allocation, user support, and other services. In order to efficiently provide 
resources to the users, and reports to the NSF, it is essential that XSEDE establish accounts for 
allocated users in a timely manner and receive information as to their use and interactions with 
the various providers. These will be spelled out in a specific agreement. 
• Projects (e.g. XD Viz) with training, education and outreach goals will coordinate with the 
relevant TEOS and User Engagement efforts.  This will expand the breadth of the impact for the 
community and avoid duplication of effort such as in developing training materials for the 
community. 
 
D.1.2.2 SPs not under XD Program (Blue Waters, OSG, etc.) 
It is anticipated that there will be a set of SPs not funded under the XD program with which we plan to 
have close interactions. In these cases, each agreement will be negotiated individually, with the 
concurrence of the NSF. The expectation is that there will be relatively little in common between these 
sites; if a new class of SP appears, then XSEDE will work to create a specific group agreement, but 
initially we expect these agreements will all be provider-specific. It is further anticipated that somewhat 
different levels of network connectivity and compatibility from those of XD program awardee SPs may 
be required, in return for providing XSEDE users access to these resources. The expectation is that these 
providers will enable user access to specific capabilities not easily available within the current XSEDE 
Federation. Hence, the full compatibility requirements applied to, e.g., the Track 2 awardees, will not be 
required. 
Blue Waters:  While the Blue Waters project[1]—a project funded under a separate NSF program not 
formally part of the XD program—has not committed to formally participate as a Service Provider, there 
is a clear commitment to facilitate the use of the portfolio of NSF resources available to researchers who 
will have access to both Blue Waters and XSEDE resources (see Blue Waters’ letter in PD2.3 Letters of 
Commitment). As is documented throughout the proposal documents, several areas of synergy between 
XSEDE and Blue Waters have been identified including: usage accounting, online information 
presentation, cybersecurity, distributed environment infrastructure software, systems monitoring and 
sharing of best practices.  
Open Science Grid (OSG): OSG is also considering formally becoming a Service Provider.  Though 
they have not yet committed to doing so, OSG recognizes the complementary nature of the resources and 
services that XSEDE and OSG provide (see OSG letter in PD2.3 Letters of Commitment). While OSG 
can be characterized as a special type of Service Provider providing high throughput computing resources 
and services, it is also a national CI provider.  See §D.1.3.1 for more on OSG.’s relationship with 
XSEDE. 
 
D.1.3 Other Organizations and Arrangements 
Some partners will not fall within the usual service provider designation; in particular, XSEDE will need 
to interact with other XSEDE-like organizations as peers. There are already such examples both within 
the United States and internationally. 
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D.1.3.1 National CI Providers: Open Science Grid 
Within the United States, there are already other organizations similar in scope to TeraGrid. One already 
mentioned—the Open Science Grid (OSG)—is already collaborating with the TeraGrid (including some 
XSEDE proposal members). OSG and XSEDE will be complementary, with most of the XD resources 
running primarily closely linked, multiprocessing jobs while OSG services mainly independent, single-
threaded jobs. Some users, e.g., the Southern California Earthquake Center, use both modes, providing 
opportunities for fruitful collaborations.  OSG training, education and outreach activities will complement 
the TEOS services and provide the community with a broader array of services. 
An agreement to help users access complementary capabilities, e.g., linked capability and capacity-type 
jobs, for the mutual advantage of both providers will be developed. It is expected that experience on the 
existing TeraGrid-OSG proposal will be invaluable both in the development of the formal agreement and 
in the joint support of research teams. 
D.1.3.2 International CI Providers: DEISA, NAREGI, etc. 
There are equivalent organizations to XSEDE already in existence outside of the United States; in fact, 
there has already been interaction with these organizations through TeraGrid and in our planning process 
for XSEDE, and we will continue with these relationships. In the case of DEISA (the Distributed 
European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications)[2], for example, there have been significant 
meetings with the XSEDE team. We have also initiated conversations with NAREGI (Japan’s National 
Research Grid Initiative)[3]. We expect individualized agreements with such organizations to be 
negotiated with the concurrence of the NSF. It is anticipated that resources to be shared may be other than 
the usual computational services—e.g., access to databases, access to novel architectures, etc. 
D.1.3.3 Science Project CI Providers: iPlant, LSST, DES, etc. 
Users of major science projects with experimental and observing resources may benefit greatly from 
formal agreements between XSEDE and those projects. These will be encouraged and investigated on a 
case-by-case basis. In particular, users may be able to use XSEDE-integrated services to process large 
amounts of data produced by large experiments or observing resources. Potentially, the data could be 
curated or archived at the XSEDE sites.  XSEDE is in various stages of discussions already with the 
iPlant Collaborative[4], LSST (the Large Synoptic Sky Telescope)[5] and DES (the Dark Energy 
Survey)[6]. 
D.1.3.4 Technology Providers 
XSEDE can only be successful in enhancing the productivity of researchers and educators if there are 
committed technology providers supporting the evolution of the XSEDE environment.  This will come in 
two primary forms: relationships with academic projects and relationship with industry technology 
providers.  
We will proactively work with NSF to communicate the identified needs of the community in order to 
inform important programs such as SDCI, STCI, DataNet, Software Infrastructure for Sustained 
Innovation (SI2) and others. This will help to focus the activities supported by those programs and to 
provide a user requirements-based means of maximizing the impact of these programs. As a result, it is 
anticipated that the products of the funded project will respond to identified needs and significantly 
enhance XSEDE.  XSEDE will develop agreements with projects funded by these programs and others, to 
assure synergistic relationships. 
XSEDE is in a unique position to also broker relationships with vendors that provide a value-add to the 
entire program. We have directly partnered with Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH (Jülich Research 
Centre) to provide UNICORE 6 as part of the XSEDESystem.  This arrangement is through a direct 
contract as part of our proposal and will be managed via the contract. A more general form of partnering 
has also been explored with other companies.  In fact, two such relationships have already been brokered 
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to allow for favorable licensing terms for Service Providers without any cost to the XSEDE project 
directly as examples.  
Allinea has partnered with XSEDE to form Allinea Software Inc.’s XSEDE Program, providing special 
program pricing and incentives to XSEDE participants.  The program supports the objective of uniformity 
in debugger tools for the participants supporting a common user environment across resources while 
providing significant cost savings and added flexibility to all XSEDE participants. This will support 
making full system and larger debugging licenses available and affordable.  The details of Allinea’s 
program are provided in Appendix I:  Allinea Software Inc.’s XSEDE Program of this document. 
IBM has also worked with Illinois and in conjunction with the Blue Waters project to develop a favorable 
licensing arrangement for GPFS Multi-System licensing which will be made available generally and to all 
Service Providers.  This licensing arrangement provides very aggressive pricing for sites with multiple 
licenses and multiple systems.  A draft of the licensing agreement in included in Appendix II: IBM’s 
GPFS Multi-System Licensing Draft Agreement of this document. 
D.1.3.5 Campuses 
To address user requirements and NSF’s CF21 document[7], XSEDE will bring together XSEDE staff 
with campus administrators (CIOs and VPs for research), IT staff, Campus Champions, and campus PIs 
and users. TEOS will coordinate XSEDE’s efforts to facilitate information exchanges, training tailored to 
difference campus groups, and awareness of local, regional and national cyberinfrastructure resources and 
opportunities.  XSEDE will participate in campus strategic planning efforts to help campus leaders, 
researchers and educators understand how to balance the utilization of campus and XSEDE resources.  
Technical and usability requirements for campus bridging will be addressed through XSEDE architectural 
design and implementation, effecting interoperability among CI resources on campuses and with the 
XSEDE architecture. XSEDE will train and support Campus Champions to support researchers and 
educators in understanding how to access and use XSEDE resources and services.  XSEDE will provide 
training to campus users in person, through synchronous delivery of content, and through online tutorials.  
XSEDE will work with campuses to introduce computational science and engineering (CS&E) certificate 
and degree programs to prepare the next generation of CS&E practitioners.   
The Campus Champions program for XSEDE will build on the tremendous success of the TeraGrid 
Campus Champions. Based on requirements from current Campus Champions, the program will include:  
• Providing criteria to assist campuses in selecting a local representative as the Campus Champion 
• Focusing attention on new members to help them get started 
• Providing basic start-up training to all new Campus Champions, with the option to receive 
additional training to become XSEDE certified trainers 
• Forming Regional Champions to assist smaller and under-represented institutions with an 
insufficient user base or adequate staff resources to participate in the program 
• Working with campuses to identify Student Champions to help spread the word 
 
There are no membership fees for campuses to join the Campus Champions program within TeraGrid or 
XSEDE.  TeraGrid Campus Champions were asked to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to 
describe the expectations and requirements of XSEDE and the member institutions.  XSEDE will ask 
current and new members to sign a new, revised, Memorandum of Understanding, which is included in 
Appendix III.  A number of current Campus Champions have submitted letters of commitment (PD2.3 
Letters of Commitment) to continue as Campus Champions within XSEDE. 
The interchanges will inform XSEDE on how to improve services with campuses and for users. These 
campus bridging efforts will directly address community needs described in NSF’s Cyberinfrastructure 
Framework for 21st Century Science and Engineering[7]. 
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D.1.3.6 Industrial Partners 
The four industrial programs engaged in this proposal–NCSA’s Private Sector Program; PSC’s Corporate 
Affiliates Program; TACC’s Science & Technology Affiliates for Research Program; and the NICS 
Industrial Partnerships Program–have almost 50 years of collective experience in creating and operating 
innovative industrial programs. These unique programs bring industry to the table to use the centers’ 
advanced resources and services to drive scientific achievement, increase national competitiveness, and 
improve the economy. The XSEDE partnership will engage American industry by leveraging the 
powerful industrial programs that exist at the service providers to provide additional knowledge sharing, 
research, technology transfer and training opportunities to the industrial user community. 
The relationships that companies have with XSEDE will primarily be facilitated through the direct 
relationships they have with the existing industry program.  The exception to this will be with respect to 
the Multi-Center/Industry Software Development Project in which there will be an open competition for 
industry to propose an innovative software development project (see PD1.3 Project Description, §D.3.4.1 
Governance, Collaboration and Federation). Projects supported under this program will have formal 
agreements on work scope and schedule and specifically address issues of intellectual property.   
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E Plan to Manage Sub-Awards 
All sub-awards will contain a statement of work (SOW), budget in NSF Form 1030 format, and budget 
justification, all of which are submitted through the Sponsored Research Office of the sub-award 
institution. The sub-award will include an executive summary, milestones, deliverables, payment 
schedules and the acceptance and certification criteria for payment. Contractual terms in the NSF 
cooperative agreement with the University of Illinois/NCSA will flow down to sub-awardees. Sub-
awardees will submit detailed invoices for payment to NCSA at least quarterly, unless another payment 
schedule has been identified in their contracts. All sub-awards will be reviewed on an annual basis as part 
of the annual planning process.  Updated statements of work and budget will be reviewed and aligned to 
address evolving user requirements. 
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Appendix I:  Allinea Software Inc.’s XSEDE Program 
 
 
 
Allinea Software Inc Proposal for Partnering with the XSEDE Project 
6/1/2010 
 
Allinea Software Inc. is pleased to participate in the XSEDE project proposal, providing Debugging and 
Optimization tools for the XSEDE participants.  As a provider of Debugger and Optimization tools for the 
XSEDE, Allinea is providing special Program Pricing and Incentives to XSEDE participants.  Our proposal 
supports the objective of uniformity in debugger tools for the participants supporting a common user 
environment across resources while providing significant cost savings and added flexibility to all XSEDE 
participants.  Our objective is to make full system and larger debugging licenses available and affordable. 
Allinea DDT is recognized for record braking Scalability and Ease of Use as well is its support for all 
significant platforms from workstations to clusters and Petascale systems.  It supports CPUs, Cell 
Processors and GPUs with CUDA.  Although it has won the reputation as a highly intuitive tool, we have 
included Training and Consulting options in our XSEDE Program proposal to insure rapid and full 
adoption. 
 
Features of Allinea Software Inc.’s XSEDE Program 
1. Full range of Products, Services, Training and Consulting can be purchased under the XSEDE 
Program. 
2. Standard and Special product offering for all participants 
3. Additional Licensing options designed for small groups or consortiums 
4. License Upgrade credits 
5. Special pricing for all participants. 
6. Invitation for Collaboration 
 
Products and Services offered  
Allinea Software offer includes Allinea DDT, Allinea DDT/CUDA, Allinea DDT/BGP, Allinea 
DDT/Cell, Allinea DDTLite for Windows, and Allinea OPT – Optimization and Profiling Tool.  In 
addition, Allinea Software offers continuing Annual Support, plus on-site and remote Training 
and Consulting.   
Special License options and Product Packaging. 
 
Within the products and services offered, Allinea Software Inc. will offer XSEDE Program special 
group packages including Allinea DDT Workstation licenses in 10 Packs, 25 Packs and 100 Packs.   
These packages are designed for class rooms, education, and specific programs.   
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Allinea will also support University reselling programs where Universities have distribution and 
reselling systems. 
We offer Special Licensing consideration for small groups or consortiums.   For multiple site 
consortiums sharing an Allinea DDT Supercomputing license, Allinea is including special 
packaging to allow multiple sites to share a larger license at significant savings over individual 
purchases. 
License Upgrade Credits 
Allinea Software Inc. offers License upgrade programs allowing credit toward upgrades based on 
time of purchase and date of upgrade.  This allows existing customers to earn savings as they 
upgrade existing licenses 
Program Pricing for XSEDE Program 
 Allinea Software Licenses and Annual Support. 
 All Licenses and Annual Support will qualify for Allinea Software Inc.  Academic Pricing plus an   
 additional 12% XSEDE Program discount.  This pricing consideration is based on expected
 volumes and allows participants to benefit immediately with over 52% savings from list price. 
 Annual Support – Special Savings  
 3 Year Annual support packages will earn 10% added discount from selling price 
 5 Year Annual Support Packages will earn 15% added discount from selling price 
 Consulting and Training 
 All members of XD Program can purchase Training and Consulting thru the XD Program and earn 
 a   5% Discount. 
Invitation for collaboration 
Allinea Software Inc is extremely interested in working with all XSEDE Participants in 
Collaboration projects.  These will be addressed on case by case basis based on business need.  
As a participant in the XXSEDE Program, we will consider all requests from other XSEDE 
participants. 
Future Products and Services 
Allinea Software Inc. will offer new products and services to the XSED Program at any time, as it 
deems appropriate.  This will allow the offerings to remain current and timely over the period of 
the agreement. 
To support your proposal effort, we have attached brief descriptions of the products and 
services plus license agreements and terms and conditions.  We are pleased to provide any 
additional details as required. 
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Appendix II: IBM’s GPFS Multi-System Licensing Draft Agreement 
STATEMENT OF WORK 
Between 
Insert_Client_Name 
and 
IBM Corporation 
Insert_Date 
GPFS Multi-System Statement of Work 
 
This Statement of Work ("SOW") is a Transaction Document under, and adopts and incorporates by 
reference, the IBM Customer Agreement number ________ ("ICA") between IBM Corporation ("IBM") and 
Insert Client Name (“CUSTOMER”).  This SOW is effective upon the latter of the two signature dates (the 
“Effective Date”), and will remain in effect until it expires or terminates according to the terms herein.  
Purchase orders, order confirmations and order acceptances, if any, will be used to convey information 
only and, except for part numbers, descriptions and prices, any terms and conditions contained or 
referenced on those are void and replaced by this SOW. 
1.0 Scope and Definitions 
This SOW sets forth the pricing and the Initial Order (as defined below) for CUSTOMER’s purchase from 
IBM of licenses to the IBM General Parallel File System Program (“GPFS”).  GPFS has two forms of 
licenses:  (1) a Server license, and (2) a Client license.   
The GPFS Server license permits the licensed node to perform GPFS management functions such as 
cluster configuration manager, quorum node, manager node, and NSD server.  In addition, the GPFS 
Server license permits the licensed node to share GPFS data through any application, service, protocol or 
method, such as NFS (Network File System), CIFS (Common Internet File System), FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol), or HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol). 
The GPFS Client license permits exchange of data between nodes that locally mount to the same file 
system.  No other export of the data is permitted.  The GPFS Client may not be used for nodes to share 
GPFS data through any application, service, protocol or method, such as NFS, CIFS, FTP, or HTTP.  For 
these functions, a GPFS Server license would be required. 
The pricing contained herein for GPFS Server licenses will remain in effect for five (5) years following the 
Effective Date.  GPFS Server licenses acquired by CUSTOMER under the terms and conditions of this 
SOW include unlimited entitlements for GPFS Client licenses (excluding Blue Gene and IA 64 clients for 
which no entitlements are included). The pricing contained herein for SWMA will remain in effect for 
seven (7) years following the Effective Date. 
2.0 GPFS License Pricing 
Entitlements for GPFS Server licenses acquired hereunder are priced by Server node where a node is 
defined as an individual operating system image that may appear on a single computer within a cluster, 
on a system within a cluster, or on a partition.  CUSTOMER must obtain entitlement for each GPFS 
Server node on which a copy of GPFS will be installed in the Server configuration and a minimum of two 
years of additional software maintenance (SWMA) for each license. 
Entitlements for new GPFS Server licenses and their corresponding software maintenance (SWMA) are 
priced according to the following volume discount table.  At the time of purchase, the price for new 
licenses or maintenance is determined by counting the total number of Customer’s active entitlements for 
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GPFS Server nodes (regardless of whether those entitlements were obtained prior to the Effective Date 
of the SOW or under this SOW) and then using the corresponding price(s) in the table.  For example, if 
CUSTOMER has 20 active entitlements for GPFS Server nodes and is purchasing entitlements for 20 
new GPFS Server nodes, then the license price for the first 12 GPFS Server Nodes being purchased 
hereunder is $8140 per node and the license price for the remaining 8 GPFS Server Nodes being 
purchased is $7710 per node. 
                                           Initial Prices Per GPFS Server Node1  
PID Description 8-16 17-32 33-48 49-64 65-96 97-128 >128 
5765-XA3 GPFS for x86 
Architecture 
       
--     Server License2  
(includes 1 Yr SWMA)  
$8570 $8140 $7710 $7140 $6430 $4820 $2890 
5662-XA3     3 Yr SWMA2 
Registration 
$2920 $2770 $2620 $2430 $2190 $1640 $990 
5663-XA3     3 Yr SWMA Renewal3 $4630 $4400 $4170 $3860 $3470 $2600 $1560 
5660-XA3     1 Yr SWMA Renewal3 $1720 $1630 $1540 $1430 $1290 $970 $580 
5765-G66 GPFS for Power        
--     Server License2 
(includes 1 Yr SWMA) 
$8570 $8140 $7710 $7140 $6430 $4820 $2890 
5662-
SGP 
    3 Yr SWMA3 
Registration 
$2920 $2770 $2620 $2430 $2190 $1640 $990 
CHIS     3 Yr SWMA Renewal3 $4630 $4400 $4170 $3860 $3470 $2600 $1560 
CHIS     1 Yr SWMA Renewal3 $1720 $1630 $1540 $1430 $1290 $970 $580 
 
1 IBM reserves the right to increase the license and SWMA prices by no more than 5% per year 
during the term of the Agreement. 
2 GPFS Server licenses acquired hereunder include unlimited entitlements for GPFS Client 
licenses (excluding Blue Gene and IA 64 clients for which no entitlements are included).  In 
addition, GPFS Server licenses acquired hereunder are not tied to a specific serial number but 
rather provide node entitlements that may be moved among machines as long as the total 
number of Server nodes with GPFS installed does not exceed Customer’s purchased 
entitlements.  GPFS is an Other IBM Program licensed under the terms of the IBM International 
Program License Agreement (“IPLA”) except to the extent that IBM’s warranty obligations are 
modified in the Warranty and SWMA Limitations section below. 
3 SWMA is acquired under the terms of the attached IBM Software Maintenance Agreement 
except as modified in the Warranty and SWMA Limitations section below.  These SWMA 
offerings also cover GPFS Client entitlements acquired hereunder.  SWMA acquired for GPFS 
Server nodes hereunder covers GPFS Client licenses also acquired hereunder.     
GPFS Server licenses acquired hereunder must be purchased with a minimum of 3 years SWMA.  This 
can be accomplished either by purchasing 3 Yr SWMA Registration (in which case the payment is 
required to be made at the time of the license purchase) or by purchasing a quantity of two 1 Yr SWMA 
Renewals (in which case the payment for the final 2 years of SWMA will be required on the first and 
second anniversaries of the license purchase). 
All GPFS Server and Client licenses acquired hereunder must be installed on machines located at 
_______(insert client site location)____ including offsite facilities such as ___________(insert named 
satellite or campus locations if applicable)_____________. 
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3.0 Warranty and SWMA Limitations 
IBM’s warranty and maintenance obligations for GPFS license entitlements (both Server and Client) 
acquired hereunder are subject to the following additional limitations and restrictions: 
1) For: (i) machines not listed in the GPFS specified operating environment (as defined in the IPLA) but 
that do conform to the architectural requirements described in the GPFS FAQ (available at 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/clresctr/vxrx/index.jsp?topic=/com.ibm.cluster.gpfs.doc/gpfs_faqs
/gpfs_faqs.html) (the “FAQ”) or (ii) machines running a variant of the Linux operating system not listed in 
the GPFS specified operating environment: 
Prior to investigating a reported problem, IBM may request and Customer shall provide traces 
from the machine on which the problem occurred.  If IBM is not able to resolve the problem with 
the traces, IBM may request and Customer shall be required to recreate the problem on a 
configuration conforming to hardware and software requirements listed in the GPFS specified 
operating environment.  Any new hardware or software required to recreate the problem will be 
acquired at Customer’s expense.  If the problem cannot be recreated on a configuration 
conforming to the hardware and software requirements listed in the GFPS specified operating 
environment, IBM may require that support be provided on a time and materials basis (Certified 
IT Specialist, hourly rate to be determined, based on GSA rates in effect at the time) subject to 
mutual agreement.  At IBM’s request, Customer shall provide IBM with access to a machine to 
facilitate support and testing and Customer shall facilitate the involvement of the platform, 
operating system, network, and/or storage vendors to resolve the problem. 
2) For machines not listed in the GPFS specified operating environment and that do NOT conform to the 
architectural requirements described in the GPFS FAQ:   
In addition to the requirements identified in item 1) above, IBM’s warranty and maintenance 
obligations for these machines are further conditioned on their use solely as an I/O or service 
node and running a Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 
variant of the Linux operating system. For purposes of this paragraph, I/O node means a node 
which provides access to storage devices and service node means a node with provides a single 
point of control for a variety of management tasks.    
3) If CUSTOMER uses GPFS with storage devices not included in the list of devices in the GPFS FAQ, 
IBM support will attempt to solve problems directly related to GPFS, but not problems determined by IBM 
to be issues with the storage device or interface issues specific to storage device 
There are several limits imposed for GPFS, such as number of nodes mounting a filesystem, filesystem 
size, number of LUNs, node interconnect requirements, and storage requirements, which are also 
documented in the FAQs. IBM’s warranty and maintenance obligations for GPFS are conditioned on 
CUSTOMER’s compliance with these limits. 
In addition to the standard support terms contained in the IBM License Program Agreement (IPLA), 
CUSTOMER employees at ___________(insert client site location)_________ will perform the initial 
problem determination and isolation and will be the sole interface to IBM Service. 
4.0 Initial Order 
CUSTOMER hereby agrees to purchase from IBM the following GPFS Server license entitlements and/or 
SWMA support.   
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Initial Purchase: (sales team – fill in the following – the minimum initial purchase is for 8 Server Nodes – 
repeat the rows as necessary if the initial purchase spans multiple prices as in the example given) 
 
PID Description Quantity Unit Price (from table) Total 
5766-XA3 GPFS for x86 Architecture    
     Server License (includes 1 Yr 
SWMA)  
 $ $ 
5662-XA3     3 Yr SWMA Registration  $ $ 
5660-XA3     1 Yr SWMA Renewal  $ $ 
5765-G66 GPFS for Power    
     Server License (includes 1 Yr 
SWMA) 
 $ $ 
5662-SGP     3 Yr SWMA Registration  $ $ 
CHIS     1 Yr SWMA Renewal  $ $ 
    Total Special Bid $ 
 
5.0 Term and Termination 
This SOW terminates immediately upon termination of the ICA.  Unless terminated sooner, this SOW 
expires seven (7) years following the Effective Date.  For the avoidance of doubt, this seven year term is 
provided to cover the SWMA pricing provided herein.  The pricing contained herein for GPFS Server 
licenses (and the accompanying GPFS Client license entitlements) is only in effect for five (5) years 
following the Effective Date.   
 
Agreed to:  (Insert Customer Company Name) 
By:  
_____________________________________________ 
 Authorized Signature 
Date 
Name (type or print): 
____________________________________ 
Customer number: 
______________________________________  
Customer address: 
 
Telephone number:   
Billing address:   
 
Agreed to: (Insert IBM Company Name) 
By:  
____________________________________________ 
 Authorized Signature 
Date 
Name (type or print): 
______________________________________ 
Agreement name:    
Agreement number (required):     
Statement of Work number: 
IBM Company address: 
 
 
After signing, please return a copy of this Statement of Work to the “IBM Company address” shown 
above. 
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Appendix III: Template XSEDE Campus Champions MOU 
(Template) 
XSEDE Campus Champions 
Memorandum of Understanding 
This document constitutes an agreement between <institution> and XSEDE to identify and 
support a campus representative who will become the local source of knowledge about high 
performance computing opportunities and resources to empower researchers and educators to 
advance scientific discovery. 
This document establishes <institution> as a member of the XSEDE Campus Champions 
program.  
Term 
The term of this agreement is for one calendar year, and is renewable for one year on an annual 
basis.  
Campus Champions Program Overview 
The objectives of this program are to: 
• Provide campus representatives (Campus Champions) with the requisite knowledge to train and 
support campus users on cyberinfrastructure (CI), XSEDE, and digital resources and services; 
• Provide campus representatives with software tools, advice and support that they can, in turn, 
provide to local users to assist the users in connecting to and using XSEDE resources; 
• Provide campus representatives with the tools to help local users quickly get started using 
XSEDE; 
• Provide campus representatives with XSEDE contacts to help users overcome barriers or 
problems that preclude productive use of the XSEDE facilities 
• Raise awareness among campus users to foster increased and effective use of CI and XSEDE 
resources and services; 
• Empower XSEDE campus representatives to be ombuds-person to convey the needs, 
requirements, challenges and successes among campus users within XSEDE;  
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the Program in meeting these stated objectives; 
• Increase the base of XSEDE users on the campuses of the campus representatives. 
 
XSEDE Responsibilities 
XSEDE will work with <institution> to provide the following: 
 
• Provide regular correspondence on new resources, services, and offerings to Campus Champions; 
• Participation in User Services Working Group teleconferences; 
• Provide a forum for sharing information among other campus champions and XSEDE personnel; 
• Provide visits to <institution> by XSEDE personnel; 
• Waive the registration fee for the annual XSEDE conference for the <institution> representative; 
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• Provide training for Campus Champions via the annual XSEDE conference, through meetings of 
the representatives, and by use of on-line collaboration spaces (wiki, email, etc.); 
• Award a start-up development allocation of time on XSEDE computing systems to enable the 
Campus Champion to get local users started quickly on XSEDE resources; and  
• Record success stories on impact of XSEDE on research and education. 
• Maintain a web page that promotes the Campus Champions program and lists all member 
institutions and their representatives, including <institution> and its Campus Champions 
representative. 
 
Campus Representative Responsibilities 
The <institution’s> campus representative will work with XSEDE to: 
 
• Provide information on XSEDE and CI resources to researchers and educators at the 
<institution>; 
• Assist <institution> users to quickly get start-up allocations of computing time on XSEDE 
systems; 
• Be an ombudsperson, on behalf of <institution> users of XSEDE, to capture information on 
problems and challenges that need to be addressed by XSEDE; 
• Host awareness sessions for <institution> researchers, educators, students, and administrators 
about XSEDE resources and services; 
• Host training workshops on <institution> about the use of XSEDE resources and services; 
• Provide local users with contacts within XSEDE for quick problem resolution;  
• Participate in XSEDE information sharing sessions;  
• Attend the annual XSEDE Conference; and  
• Attend semi-annual Campus Champions workshops. 
Membership Fees 
There is no membership fee to participate in the program.  Each campus, by signing this 
memorandum of understanding, states their mutual understanding of the roles and 
responsibilities expected for participants. 
Registration fees at the annual XSEDE conference will be waived for Campus Champions. 
Travel costs for meetings and events are the responsibility of the Campus Champion’s home 
institution. 
Support Process 
All incident reporting and inquiries may be sent via email to the XSEDE 24/7 support desk.  The 
XSEDE staff will provide a timely response, normally within one business day.  The campus 
representative will be provided with phone numbers of relevant XSEDE staff to address urgent 
requests for assistance. 
Annual Review  
This agreement will be reviewed annually by XSEDE staff, the campus representative, and the 
signatories of this MOU.  Prior to the annual review, modifications to the memorandum of 
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understanding may be made only if they are mutually agreeable to both parties.  Any 
modifications will be included in a written amendment to this agreement, signed by both parties.  
Termination Clause 
Either party may terminate this agreement by providing written notification to the other party 
thirty (30) days in advance of termination.  In the event of termination, all training accounts 
issued through this program will be terminated, and the campus will be removed from the list of 
Campus Champions on the web site. 
MOU Contact Information 
 
<name> 
<title> 
<institution> 
<email> 
<phone> 
Laura McGinnis 
TEOS Outreach Manager 
Campus Champions 
PSC 
mcginnis@psc.edu 
Review and Approval 
 
_________________________________ ___________________________________ 
<name> Scott Lathrop 
<title> Director of Education and Outreach 
<institution>                           XSEDE 
 
